The Throne of Solomon
and drink like any ordinary creature, and especially now being
exhilarated by the glorious day with the glasses, he became
less reserved and began to talk about his hunter's stock of
knowledge, more familiar with the ways of animals and storms
and seasons than with those of men.
High in our corrie that night was full of peace. From
behind the peak of Solomon the moonlight spread, opening
like a fan, while we were held in shadow. The air was still,
with the warmth, of a summer night untouched by wind,
cooled by the nearness of the snow and scented with hay.
From the valley, through rifts in a wind that blew there, a
sound of water came intermittent, puffing like a distant train.
And far away through distances of moonlight we looked out
upon Salambar and the Alamut mountains dissolving in dim-
nesses of sky.
Next morning we started early to climb the great wall, and
found the sheep already out, browsing this time on the north-
eastern slope, whence the shepherds shouted a greeting as we
passed.
Of that climb, which lasted four and a half hours, I have
only a vague distressing memory. The way soon became too
steep for riding and zig-zagged fly-like with scarce a respite.
The height of the pass I calculate to be about 14,000 feet,
judging pardy by my Abney level, partly by the lowness of
Salambar far away (which is 11,290 feet, and the only altitude
in this landscape marked on the Survey of India map), and
pardy by the fatigue of my men, who found it hard to breathe.
I was not yet fit for any strenuous exertion under the best
of circumstances, and felt the height for the first time in my
life. It caused a cold clamminess at the back of my neck, and a
blackness over my eyes which hid the world at intervals. The
two men lifted me on to a mule whenever any slight easing of
the gradient made it possible: but this route is only practicable
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